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resident Commissioner Jorge Luis Córdova-díaz of Puerto rico (1968–1973), son of resident Commissioner  
Félix Córdova dávila of Puerto rico (1917–1932)

representative Charles A. gonzalez of Texas (1999–Present), son of representative Henry B. gonzález of Texas (1961–1999)

representative Lucille roybal-Allard of California (1993–Present), daughter of representative edward r. roybal  
of California (1963–1993)

representative Linda T. Sánchez of California (2003–Present) and representative Loretta Sanchez of California  
(1997–Present)

representative Lincoln diaz-Balart of Florida (1993–2011) and representative mario diaz-Balart of Florida (2003–Present)

representative John Salazar of Colorado (2005–2011) and Senator Ken Salazar of Colorado (2005–2009)

delegate José Francisco Chaves of New mexico (1865–1867; 1869–1871), cousin of delegate Francisco Perea of New mexico 
(1863–1865), and delegate Pedro Perea of New mexico (1899–1901)

delegate miguel Antonio otero of New mexico (1856–1861), uncle of delegate mariano Sabino otero of New mexico 
(1879–1881)

resident Commissioner Santiago Iglesias of Puerto rico (1933–1939), father-in-law of resident Commissioner Bolívar Pagán 
of Puerto rico (1939–1945)

* A number of delegates from the New mexico Territory had family ties through marriage. For instance, miguel Antonio otero, was related by marriage to José Francisco 
Chaves and Tranquilino Luna. otero’s nephew mariano Sabino otero was related by marriage to Francisco Perea and Pedro Perea. For a detailed description, see miguel 
otero, Jr., to Ansel Wold, 9 November 1928, textual files of the Biographical Directory of the United States Congress, office of the Historian, U.S. House of representatives. 
For background and detailed explanations about the family ties between the New mexico delegates, see Carlos Brazil ramirez, “The Hispanic Political elite in Territorial New 
mexico: A Study of Classical Colonialism,” (Ph.d. diss., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1979): 22–26, 284–288, 298, 300–301, 306–307.
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